A simple way to generate low energy phase shifts for elastic scattering using bound-state calculations is postulated, validated, and applied to the problem of e -Mg scattering. The essence of the method is to use the energy shift between a small reference calculation and the largest possible calculation of the lowest energy pseudostate to tune a semiempirical optical potential. The ' 1 partial wave for e -Mg scattering is predicted to have a shape resonance at an energy of about 0.13 eV. The value of Z eff at the center of the resonance is about 1500. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.173001 PACS numbers: 31.25.Jf, 03.65.Nk, 34.80.Bm, 34.85.+x One of the most technically demanding problems in quantum physics is the scattering problem, i.e., the prediction of the reaction probabilities when two objects collide [1] . The underlying difficulty lies in the unbounded nature of the wave function. This leads to a variety of computational and analytic complications that are simply absent in bound-state calculations, e.g., the Schwartz singularities that occur in the Kohn variational method for scattering [2, 3] .
One of the most technically demanding problems in quantum physics is the scattering problem, i.e., the prediction of the reaction probabilities when two objects collide [1] . The underlying difficulty lies in the unbounded nature of the wave function. This leads to a variety of computational and analytic complications that are simply absent in bound-state calculations, e.g., the Schwartz singularities that occur in the Kohn variational method for scattering [2, 3] .
One approach to solve scattering problems is to use bound-state methods. There are many examples of such approaches, one of the most popular being the R-matrix methods that use the solutions of the Schrödinger equation in a finite sized cavity to determine the behavior of the wave function in the interaction region [1] . The total wave function is then constructed by splicing the inner wave function onto the asymptotic wave function.
However, despite the considerable activity in this area, there are a number of problems that are beyond resolution. The e -atom problem is a notoriously hard numerical problem since the atomic electrons tend to localize around the positron, thus giving a very slowly convergent partial wave expansion of the wave function inside the interaction region (this should not be confused with the partial wave expansion of the asymptotic wave function) [4 -7] . For example, the dimensionality of the equations to be solved to achieve a given accuracy are about 5 times larger for e -H scattering than for e ÿ -H scattering. At present, there are a number of positron collision problems that are simply inaccessible with existing approaches [7] .
This Letter had its origin in a particular scattering problem, namely, the determination of the near threshold phase shifts for positron scattering from magnesium. The dimensions of the secular equations for bound-state calculations on group II atoms are very large, for example, a configuration interaction (CI) calculation of the e Ca 2 P o state had equations of dimension 874 448 [8] . The idea behind the current method lies closest to the box R-matrix method [9] which is exploited in quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations of scattering [10] . In the QMC calculations, one extracts the phase shift by comparing the zero point energy of a finite size cavity to the energy of the system wave function in the same cavity. In the present method, the phase shift is extracted from the energy shift when a reference wave function is enlarged in size to account for short and long range correlations. The approach does depend on the ability to obtain the lowest eigenvalues of large symmetric matrices that arise in electronic structure calculations [11] .
An alternative would be to use the CI-Kohn approach [12] to determine the phase shifts. Application to e -Mg scattering in the 2 P o channel leads to linear equations that are simply too large (1 000 000) to be solved by direct methods. Iterative methods do exist, but there are no robust methods that absolutely guarantee convergence [13] . It might be eventually possible to develop an efficient linear solver for the class of problems that arise from a basis set treatment of quantum scattering. However, this approach was not explored since it proved possible to extract the phase shifts from the Mg ground state and e Mg pseudostate energies with very little effort. The energy shift method as applied to e -Mg scattering in the 2 P o symmetry was able to predict the existence of a prominent shape resonance at 0.13 eV. This is noteworthy since shape resonances are currently unknown in e -atom or e -molecule scattering [14] .
Our method proceeds as follows. The initial calculation uses a reference CI wave function of product form, viz.
The wave function of the parent atom is gs X, where X is the collective set of target coordinates. The wave function of the projectile is 0 r and is constructed from a linear combination of a finite number of square-integrable functions, f i rg, designed to give a good representation of the wave function in a bounded interaction region. The energy expectation, E 0 , is given by
The wave function 0 is then augmented by a very large number of additional functions to represent the correlations between the projectile and the target constituents. This augmented trial function is
The trial wave function 1 is used to diagonalize H exact giving an energy of E 1 . The additional functions do not include any that have the same subsymmetries as those comprising 0 . Next, a semiempirical potential of the form
is added to H exact ( d is the dipole polarizability). This potential only acts on the scattering projectile. Then 0 0 is used to diagonalize H exact V pol giving E pol . The wave function, (4) is adjusted until E pol E 1 . Figure 1 is a schematic diagram outlining this procedure.
In the final stage, the basis f i rg is enlarged to permit continuum solutions, giving continuum gs X continuum r:
The phase shifts of H exact V pol are then obtained by using continuum as the scattering wave function. The method is verified by computing the low energy phase shifts and annihilation parameters for s-wave e -H scattering. The reference wave function, 0 , consisted of the hydrogen atom ground state multiplied by a positron basis of 30 ' 0 Laguerre type orbitals. The energy and annihilation rate of 0 are given in Table I. A sequence of successively larger calculations with L (the maximum ' value of any orbital included in the basis) were done up to L 12. The energies at a given L, hEi L , and annihilation rates, hÿi L , are given in Table I . A major problem affecting CI calculations of positron-atom interactions is the slow convergence of the energy with L [5, 6, 15] . One way to determine the L ! 1 energy, hEi 1 , is to make use of an asymptotic analysis. It has been shown that successive increments, E L hEi L ÿ hEi Lÿ1 , to the energy can be written as an inverse power series [6,16 -20 
The L ! 1 limits have been determined by fitting sets of hEi L values to asymptotic series with either 1, 2, or 3 terms. The factors, A E , B E , and C E for the 3-term expansion are determined at a particular L from 4 successive energies (hEi Lÿ3 , hEi Lÿ2 , hEi Lÿ1 , and hEi L ). The series is summed to 1 once the linear factors have been determined and the L ! 1 limits are given in Table I . The trial function 0 was then used to diagonalize the Hamiltonian with an additional polarization potential ( d 4:5a 3 0 ). The energy from this calculation matches the 3-term extrapolation in Table I when 2:0495a 0 . This value of is close to a value of 2:051a 0 that was obtained when a polarization potential of this form was tuned to an exact phase shift in a semiempirical investigation of e -H scattering [21] . The phase shifts obtained by integrating the Schrödinger equation for the model Hamiltonian with 2:0495a 0 are depicted in Fig. 2 and the level of agreement with the close to exact phase shifts could hardly be better.
Besides obtaining phase shifts, this procedure was used to determine the annihilation parameter, Z eff . In this case, the extrapolation to the L ! 1 limit was done with an asymptotic series similar as Eq. (6) but with the leading order starting as A ÿ =L 1=2 2 . The ratio between the annihilation rates calculated with 0 0 and 1 can be equa- 
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173001-2 ted with the enhancement factor, G, for s-wave e -H scattering [21] . The enhancement factor of G 5:95 is within 1.5% of the enhancement factor chosen by normalization to an accurate T-matrix close coupling calculation [21, 22] . The predicted Z eff , although not shown, lie within 5% of those of Bhatia et al. [23] over the k 2 0; 0:7a ÿ1 0 range.
This approach to computing the phase shifts was applied to the determination of e -Mg scattering in the L T 1 partial wave. The treatment of Mg requires the use of a frozen core approximation whose details have been discussed elsewhere [6, 24] , so only a brief description is given here. The model Hamiltonian is based on a Hartree-Fock (HF) wave function for the Mg ground state. The impact of the direct and exchange part of the HF core interactions on the active particles are computed exactly. One-and twobody core-polarization potentials are then added to the potential. The adjustable parameters of the corepolarization potential are defined by reference to the spectrum of Mg [24] . The e Mg CI basis was constructed by letting the two electrons and the positron form all the possible configuration with a total angular momentum of L T 1, with the two electrons in a spin-singlet state, subject to the selection rules,
In these rules ' 0 , ' 1 , and ' 2 are, respectively, the orbital angular momenta of the positron and the two electrons. The Hamiltonian for the e Mg 2 P o state was diagonalized in a CI basis constructed from a large number of single particle orbitals, including orbitals up to ' 14. The two electrons were in a spin-singlet state. There was a minimum of 14 radial basis functions for each '. There were 20 ' 1 positron orbitals. The largest calculation was performed with L 14 and L int 3. The parameter L int was set to L int 3 since this is mainly concerned with describing the more quickly converging electron-electron correlations [24] . The secular equations were solved with the Davidson algorithm [11] .
First, it is necessary to get the Mg ground state energy in this basis. The limitation L int 3 means that only a single electron in the model atom can have ' > 3. Translating this to an equivalent CI calculation for the Mg ground state resulted in an energy of E ÿ0:832 851 90 Hartree (energy given relative to the Mg 2 core).
The energy and annihilation rate of the e Mg 2 P o state as a function of L are given in Table II . Figure 3 shows the running estimates of hEi 1 with the L ! 1 extrapolations as a function of L. None of calculations indicate the existence of a bound state, but the energy shift algorithm has to be applied to determine whether this is due to the finite basis size.
A polarization potential given by Eq. (4) Figure 4 shows the elastic cross section for e -Mg scattering below the Psformation threshold (at k 0:25a ÿ1 0 ). The cutoff parameters in Eq. (4) were set to 3:032a 0 for the s-wave [21] and 2:573a 0 (derived here) for all the other partial waves. The elastic cross section in this energy region is almost completely dominated by a p-wave shape resonance with its center near k 0:10a ÿ1 0 . The existence and position of the resonance is independent of the exact form of V pol . Alternate calculations were done using The three different calculations (see Fig. 4) give a resonance at the same position. Using an enhancement factor of G 12:5 0:3735=0:02983 for valence annihilation gave a value of Z eff 1500 at the resonance peak.
To summarize, a novel technique has been used to demonstrate the existence of a shape resonance in e Mg scattering which has the virtue of being readily detectable. The phase shift calculations were performed using a semiempirical method [21] with a tuned potential. The tuning of an optical potential to features such as bound-state energies and resonance positions is well known. The novel feature of the present approach is that the optical potential is tuned to the energy shift of a positive energy pseudostate. This approach to the calculation of phase shifts can be applied to other scattering systems which are inaccessible with existing techniques.
The 
